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Dear Friends:

It just keeps getting better and better here at ThinHaus. Our customers are 
constantly helping us design more interesting and more complete models that 
offer more options for tiny living. Interestingly, our Original ThinHaus 
still reigns supreme with all the features anyone could want at a size 
and price point that seems just about perfect for most everyone.

So, what’s new in Catalog #3? Well, we’ll added a zillion more pics 
of  our famous Shou Sugi Ban & Poplar interiors. You can now see what 
the “B” model looks like (spoiler alert: It’s the mirror image of the 
classic “A” model). The “T1885~ Traveler” is introduced for those folks 
looking for a more mobile tiny home experience and there are even more 
blog entries to read yourself asleep on the upcoming long winter nights.

There are two major areas of concern about tiny living that we hear 
everyday ... tiny home placement and finance. ThinHaus is very pleased 
to report that these concerns are really problems of the past. Check 
out our pages that go into these things in more detail. You will find 
that anyone with a descent credit rating can now buy a ThinHaus using 
mostly or completely bank money ... and it’s not all that hard to do!

Locating a THoW (Tiny House on Wheels for those new to the class) is 
also easier to do. The traditional placement on private land has become 
practically commonplace and news articles about it are all but gone. 
Tiny House Villages are springing up all over the country and with the 
new economic picture developing, this looks to be even more of a thing 
in the months and years to come.

How nice is it that you can downsize your house without downsizing your 
life? Living in a ThinHaus is just like living in a great house that 
costs less ... because it is. It’s just that simple.

Without further adieu, we invite you to enjoy our Fall 2020 ThinHaus 
Catalog #3. As always, delivery from stock in the US is included with 
every complete model and custom changes are all part of the plan. Let 
us know what you want and we’ll do all that we can to make it so.
       
       Sincerely,
        
       ThinHaus

       Jay Leopold
       Chief Engineer
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